Outwood | 9.5 miles
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Start at the YMCA on Princes Road
From the YMCA, walk over the crossroads and past the Day Care Nursery onto the
footpath. Turn L on the road (don’t pass under the bridge) and near the end of this
old road, diagonally R down the shared cycle/pathway to the East Surrey Hospital
roundabout
Carry on around to the right to the pedestrian traffic lights, cross the road and on
the footpath head left back towards the roundabout. Shortly turn R along a gravel
road, past houses to Bushfield Drive, turn R
Shortly after the road turns to the left, turn R into a carpark, opposite is a footpath,
take this and turn R then L to walk in front of the shops, cross over Spencer Way to
the track
Continue on this track as it rises, then descends, finally turning to the left. Turn R
along the cement farm drive and cross over Honey Crock Lane
Continue along this road, past Perrywood Sports and Social Club on the right and
through the gate to a track. When the track does a kink to the left, turn L over the
stile.
Cross over the centre of a field to the opposite hedging, then continue on the path
with the hedge on your left to Picketts Lane, turn R

Shortly turn L over a stile (?) and follow the footpath through several fields and
then between houses to New House Lane, turn L and immediately R into St
George’s Road, a rough private road
Continue again through several fields to Woolborough Hatch Farm, where turn L
down the drive to Green Lane. Turn R over the M23 to a T junction with the Dog
and Duck pub diagonally left
But continue straight over the T junction to a field gate and a path straight over the
field, through the hedge and along side another field with the hedge on your left
At the end of this field turn L along the Tandridge Border Path, then follow the field
boundaries to cross Brickfield Road and into trees on Outwood Common. Follow the
TBP down through and beside fields to Burstow Park Farm and skirt around the
right of it, continue through and between fields to Henhaw Farm, where you’ll join
the drive and walk left down to Cooper’s Hill Road
Cross this road diagonally left to continue on the Tandridge Border Path, crossing
the A23 and after about 100m it turns R beside buildings (Kings Lodge Centre),
continue along this drive/road to Kings Cross Lane
Cross over and take the path through the trees (maybe slightly left), this is still the
TBP, cross the railway line
Walk along the side of some waste land, then diagonally across a field, take the left
fork, leaving the TBP. The footpath runs to the left of some allotments. Emerge
into Mid Street and turn R
Walk past the shop and at the entrance to the playing fields, turn L to follow a path
to the right of the football pitch to a stile, through a field, through a metal farm
gate, diagonally across another field, through a metal kissing gate, across a third
field to the steps up to cross the railway line
The path narrows and runs alongside a small stream and then out onto King Cross
Lane, turn R then immediately L along the old road (now a short path) to Kings Mill
Lane, walk along this road. Opposite the second set of industrial buildings, turn R
over a stile and into a field
The path runs alongside the field until it enters trees between fields, then emerges
to cross another field to the left of an Oak tree and onto a concrete path, turn L and
R into trees
Over a stile into a field and between new fencing up to a kissing gate at the top of
the hill. Continue along the track to a crossing, over the stile to a footpath and
downhill. In the trees there is a crossing path, carry straight on, then diagonally
right between young trees, through the (usually) muddy narrows with brambles
each side
Stay left to follow the path through scrub and onto a path that passes the Royal
Earlswood pond (the friendly notice states ‘Private ground for the use of residents
only, no fouling’), then alongside Redhill Brook
Before you emerge into a field, take the path L, over exposed tree roots to Princes
Road, turn L to the YMCA

